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Crude sings a merry song to pre-pandemic levels


Citing the continued upswing in crude benchmarks following significant momentum seen
in the tail end of CY20, we provide a situation report on factors driving the recent spike in
prices to reach 11-month highs



Delving into the underlying OPEC+ dynamics and Saudi Arabia resuming its role as the
clubs swing producer, we highlight the role player by the nation, establishing it as a Kingpin for global crude production





On the flipside, despite recent catalysts, we see major dampeners to price sustainability
where doubts over transportation fuels recovery from the second wave of COVID (China
cases hit five month high, Tokyo lockdown, EU lockdowns) and clear indications of US
shale supply ramping up over the short term have the potential to spoil this ride
OGDC is our top pick, citing relative success in aggressive exploratory efforts coupled with
G&G studies geared to untapped regions with lucrative pricing incentives. OGDC trades at
an appealing FY21 P/E of 5.2x assuming crude averages US$45/ bbl. Our TP of PkR185/sh
implies ~60% capital upside exclusive of FY21 D/Y of 6.5%.

“Fast tightening of demand” scenario underpins recent rise: Recent spike in crude benchmarks
can be attributed to: 1) significantly higher than expected crude draw in the US (5.8mn bbls decline vs. 2.5mn bbls expected), indicating supportive refinery runs meeting higher than expected
refined fuels demand, and 2) process of vaccine approvals by national regulators and rollout in
advanced economies (which had largely pre-booked vaccines) continued at a fast clip, with reported numbers indicating ~27mn vaccinations administered globally during the three and a half
weeks since first doses were made available. To recall, crude optimism over the tail end of CY20
was a function of the passage of US$900bn in additional stimulus by the US, vaccine efficacy
coupled with distribution following approvals from major regulatory bodies, strong carryover of
Asian demand on the back of strong macros and tensions in the Middle East (Iran actions against
Korean tanker). These bullish sentiments were tempered by the UK announcing new round of
restrictions following the an-announcement of a mutated strain of COVID which is highly transmissible and was followed by cases of the mutated virus spreading globally.
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Major Crude Benchmarks Climb

Saudi resumes role as swing producer, OPEC compliance withers: Heading into Jan’21, prices
were muted on the back of new reports indicating Russia was adamant on lifting supply curbs
ahead of the OPEC+ monitoring committee to assess supply cuts. However, oil prices climbed to
11 month highs, as Saudi Arabia announced a surprising 1mn bpd unilateral supply cut for February and March, thus wildly topping market expectations which had seen a rollover of current
cuts as the best case outcome. Moreover, Russia and Kazakhstan were allowed to raise output
by a modest 0.15mn bpd combined. This continued the Saudi role as sole swing producer
(abiding by previous quota and producing 9.1mn bpd for Jan’21 according to Platts), where previous tussles over market share (most recently during March-April’20) falling through to crude
hitting historic lows, underpin its role as cushion to absorb potential weakness in demand, possibly driving its motive to unilaterally curb supply this time around. Going forward on the OPEC+
front, ministers will meet again on March 4th (following smaller 9 member monitoring meeting
on Feb 3rd) to evaluate fundamentals and April production levels.
Reasons to doubt sustainability remain prominent: Three core reasons we remain pessimistic
on the sustainability of the current bout of crude optimism are: 1) continuing effects of the second wave of COVID-19 where the spread of additional variants remain worrisome as lockdown
restrictions now spread from EU to Asian markets (China COVID cases rise to five month high,
Tokyo lockdown, South East Asian economies witnessing spike in cases) keeping a lid on
transport fuel demand growth, 2) US rig counts moving in positive territory, where mid-50’s are
scene as critical for restarting shale oil production, where the latest Kansas City Fed survey indicated US$56/bbl level as tipping point for resuming production, and 3) long term dampeners to
both supply (OPEC compliance faltering, resumption of US relations with Iran) and demand
(questions over vaccine hesitancy, stringent environmental targets adopted by EU, China).
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